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THE STONE IMPLEMENTS OF ASIA.
BY

HBTN-RICH F I S C H E R ,
FREIIirSG, BADKX.

(Tliis paper, lïoiii tlie pen of om- dlsi1ii((ulsliert forelKn assoclale. Prof. Helnricli KIsclier.
of Frelburji. Is a. valiiable niid nct-eptnlile eon tribu tion iiiioii a siibjecl wbleli linn liUlierio
received but iUIle alleullün. The Professor I'Bnks as i) very 'I'Bli amlmrttr lu llie mutter of
Nenlirlteü and J addles, us the eïliimatlve treatise wlitcli he iiaspublished will testify : and Ills
tlieory as to tbeir oHRliial liicailty la now priivokhift discussion In theEnropean Jonni&lsaud
'•ZettHChrmeii"of Arcliieulotty. Ilicomiectloiiwllli tills paper we will refer the reader to Dr.
Valeutlnl's artlBle at pafte 283 of Vol. I. of Uie current «eriee of onr ProceedlnKB.—l'üu. COM.]
IXDIA.

THE compuriitive stutlie^ thut I have iindertiiken into the
form iiiid 8iibst;in(_-e of prehistoric stone celts, were greatly
advanced in the past months by the receipt of various
specimens from the interior of the East Tndies. For these
spécimeHB I am under i?reat obligations to Mr. RivettCarnac in Allalialjud, who, during ¡i visit to Germany made
himself fully conversant with the many questions connected
with such relics, and now, in union with l i r . Cockburn,
devotes his time and energy to the meritorious task of
bringing the prehistoric discoveries made in those countries
before the eyes and to the knowledge of the scientiiic
world. These gentlemen, moi'eover, were so kind as to
present me with a number of East Indian stone implements,
since deposited by me in our museum, and also to furnish
me with a series of interesting notes which they took at the
localities investigated. Mr. Rivett writes: " M r . Cockburn and I in the liist year had the good luck to unearth in
Banda (a hilly district of the north-west provinces of the
Indian Empire), west from Allahabad, a large number of
ancient stone implements.^ Most of them are stone axes
or celts, of that shape which is so well known in Europe.
The other specimens consist of stone hammers. rÍTig stones
and a variety of other implements, of which one portion
1 1 call iittentlon to the fact that stoae implements, taken from the same
placef, have alrendy been illustrated und descrihed iu a work writlou by
V. Bull. Jun<r!c' Lifp in India; London. ISbO. 8vo. ^ee my report on them in
Archiv fflr Anthropologie, 1880, vol. xiii.. jja^ces l(i2-l(Hi.
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possesses a rather cosmopolitan charactei- while others are
quite unique.
We gathered more than four hundred
celts, one portion of which are of a polished diorite and
the others are chipped and »i basalt.' We arrived at the
con<-lusion that both varieties had liecn in use at one
and the same epoch.^ Implcnienfs of genuine i)ala'olithic
chai-acter made of quartzitc are seldom founij in the Banda
district, f)ut are found more numerously south of it.
The celts vary in length and weight, from 12^ inches in
length aud 3 ounces in weight down to 2J inches and 3
ounce." The stone hauiniens, which are uni(|ue of their
kind, and the largest and most remarkable celts, were
presented to the British Museum^ hy Mr. Rivett.
The
director of the Kensington Museum has ofîered to have
casts made of the most interesting specimens, to be distributed among the most notable museums and scientific
societies.
In a comparison between a few rou^h specimens and the
nuclei of jasper and hornstein with European and other
silex specimens, if was demonstrated that tlie method of
working this kind of mineral has been the same throughout
the world. As to the nuclei, however, the puzzle as to
how our predecessors succeeded in working them still remains uusolved.
The endeavors made by tlie mineralogists
of to-day to shape them have been in vain.
Possibly, it
was in the laborious way which I lately described in the
" Correspondenz Blatt der Deutscheu Anthropol : Gesellschaft, 1883, No. 2, page 11. The East Indian silexes
-S. safd to be of l>a¡íait, were iilso sent to us. Upon closer examinattou tlieir diaguosis gave us a very differeüt result, about, which we shall
spctik later.
- I was iKit a little pleased to leiirn that our Eit.st Indian friends arrived
independently at the saiuc result as we did (ionceniiufi ii contomporiineous
iisi^ ÚÍ struck mid puHshi-d implemeiils. With •• (Jiiartzite," I suppose certain
vm-ii'ties of fliut were iiiHiiit, for, at li>ast in Europe, very few objects of this
subslanœ are tenni'd qiiarizilff by niiiicniloyists.
8 Upon jircliminary ñiforiuation bciu^- sought for in London, we learned
that the celts in (|uestion have not yet been subjected to any I'xHcl mineriiiog^iciil eximiinatiou. Tiieivfon' it i-eranius undecided whether Nephrite or
Jadeites are among them or not.
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(chert) mentioned, which are almost equal to our jasper,
were taken from nodules and bandit met with in the Tirkhowan limestone ; the agates came from the river beds
which break through the Bewah-conglomerates. South
Banda.
A larger collection of hornstone implements than has
ever before existed was made by Mr. Cockburn.
It
exhibits the following characteristics : the scrapers and
knives are of the same shape as those found in Europe ; so
also, in general, the celts. Certain specimens bear a striking resemblance to those silexes which up to this day are
peculiar to Egypt (see Inkcs Brown, in Zeitschrift fur
Anthropologie, vol. vii.). A third variety, rarely met, is
termed by him " a saw-backod knife," and wus recently
found on the island of Melos. The rougher sorts of stone
knives made of (¿uartz, sandstone and basalt do not differ
much from those which are still in use amoii^ the Australian savages.
The aiTow-heads approach the American shape more
than any other. This, however, is ascribed by Mr. Rivett
to the fact that America has furnished us with more
material for comparison than any otlier portion of the
world. Both gentlemen arrived at the conclusion that
these stone implements must have been in general use with
the Kolairi and Dravidi aborigines, who inhal)ited the
district of Bundelkund (environs of Allalial)ad) about the
year 500 B. C. and who totally abandoned it about fiOO
A. D. In one of Mr. Rivett's letters a photograph was
enclosed, representing a somewhat rude stone sculpture,
which was discovered'by Mr. Cockburn at Kalinjar. He
assigns it to the seventh century after Christ.
I am
still expecting more piirticulars concerning this interesting
di.scovery and I will then give a wood-cut of it, but for the
present a short description must suffice. The sculpture
represents the figure of a man, clothed with something like
a shirt reaching to the knees, without sleeves and with a
¡iround the waist; the feet arc bare: the head is
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covered with a high cap. The man holds in the right hand
a large staff resting on the shoulders, and at the top of this
statl' is inserted an axe of obtuse, triangular form, and no
fastening of this axe by cords is visible. The same figure
in its left hand holds another instrument in a perpendicular
manner and not reaching higher than the head. It appears
to represent something like the pestle of a mortar and is
encircled in the middle with a broad ribbon. Most of the
imi>lements mentioned were dug out from a Ganges alluvium, uear ßundelkuud, whose formation does not reach
back to antiquity.
The alluvium itself consists of a
detritus of basalt, which crops out on the margin of the
Juuuia river.
Here a few remarks of a germane nature may be of
interest to the student. I would refer to the primitive way
in which rocks and stones are lifted and handled in the
Indies. TUey suggest the methods which the ancients may
liavo em])loyed in the construction of the menhist and
dolmens which arc found not only in Europe but aha in
India. I (juotc these remarks from Mr. Ball's Manual of
the Geology of India, a work which is not so well known
to archifologists as it deserves to lie on account of its
instructive contents. Discussing certain illustrations given
in his work, Mr. Ball says : "Plate VIII. is a representation of a form of a frame which is used in Northern India
foi- tlio pur[)ose of lifting large blocks of stone. The first
step in the con.struction of pnc of these frames is to lash
two strong beams of timber on either side of the stone ;
they are crossed by other beams, and so on, till they come
down to the bamlioo cross-l)ars, each of which accommodates
two coolies. Thus on their shoulders, a large nnmbcr of
men are enalïled to bear each a fraction of the weight of a
very large mass of stone. In general terms it \s said that
the weight of the frame is aliout equal to that of the masi- to
be lifted. That by some such arrangements the megalithic
huildings of early times were supplied with stones, is very
probable.
Another method known to the natives for
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moving large masses of stone, was to piece together very
solid wooden wheels round the prismatic masses of stone
which thus acted as axles. By means of strong cables
worked by very crude fonns of windlass, these were made
to roll in the required direction ; for a reproduction of a
native drawing of this process reference should be made to
the paper quoted below."
Mr. F. Jagor in Berlin, who in the Correspondenz Blatt
der Deutschen Anthropol : Gesellschaft, vol. xiv., 1883,
No. 7, page 56, calls attention to the passage above quoted,
adds thereto the following remark: " I n such villages of
India as are built on rocky soil, the people select a proper
place m sit^i for the purpose of sharjiening their tools, and
plunge the latter into natural clefts, which clefts, however,
through constant grinding are hollowed out to such a
degree as to form regular rills, the actual origin of which
has liecn a puzzle to many travellers." (See Ball's Manual
[CUT

1.]

of the Geology of India,
1. c , p. 561.)'
In a letter to this writer,
Mr. Jagor also describes the
process he had seen in Srinagur, province of Kaschmir,
for cutting rock crystal hy
mean.s of iron wire and
emery.
The crystal Avas
wedged between two pieces
of wood and the wire
stretched into an elastic arc
(see cut 1).
Mr. Jagor
finally quotes Ball, vol. iv.,
liages 5O7-.5U, on
the
cutting and polishinp: of

agate ¡ind jasi)ci- in India.
1 As far us I kuow the author hoUN rhe position of ¡m interiirclcr \vit!i the
B. 1. Enil)iiHsy of Austria, iu Jupan.
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CHINA.

The subject of Japanese stone celts has been recently
treated in a separate work (1871'), upon which we shall
report in a future article. Of Chinese stone celts and
implements, however — at least as far as my knowledge
goes — very little is known. Despite a correspondence
extending over almost the vvhole of Europe, I was able to
discover but a single specimen, which exists in the private
museum of Mr. John Evans in London. It is descrilied as
being of nephrite ; but upon an examination which I made
of it, I think I am not mistaken in determining it to be
of iibrolithe. ^Vhat claimed my attention was its edge,
which did not bevel gradually, but was straight, e.xactly as
we are accustomed to ol)serve in our lacustrian celts, and
which circumstance is generally attributed to a continued
sharpening of the edge. My knowledge of Chinese stone
implements was recently much increased through the kindness of Dr. Paul Lohmann, one of my pujnls, who visited
London to continue his studies in archteological mineralogy,
and I shall couniient briefly on the results which he gained
in his search for Chinese stone ol>jects in the London
Museum. In the Indian section of the South Kensington
Museum, under the direction of Sir Philip E. Owen, two
idols arc deposited, which were sent by 8ir D. Forsyth
from Jarkand and are prol»ably of jade ; also an ornament
and a mouth-piece of jade (museum numbers 1989, 1942,
and Ut44). Until now. I have I>een only acquainted with
nephrites taken from Jarkand (N. W. Khotan), and they
were crude and imwrought speciuiens. The t>rothers von
Schlagintweit, despite the etibrts which they made, could
not discover any tnices in those quarries that nephrite hjid
been wrought there, either recently or anciently. The
specimens mentioned, therefore, appear to me to bo the
first instances of this mineral being thert' an object of
workmanshi]).
In the new portion of the British Museum, at South
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Kensington, in the Natural History Section, under the
direction of Sir L. Fletcher, a small stone celt, said to be
from China, is deposited. Its specific weight is 3.29
(Jadeite?), 12'"' in length. Its basis is a dirty greenish
white : the edge green white ; its shape is as usual and it
is not perforated.
In the Indian Section of the same museum celt-formed
objects are also deposited, to which Dr. S. W. Burchell,
who sent them from India, had called my attention. They
are said to be made of Jade ; their mineralógica I diagnosis,
however, is as yet not definitely secured. They show
colors varying from a dark coifee-brown to a yellowish
green, and at least four out of every six are remarkable
for being engraved with antique Chinese characters—the
names of their former possessors. Stones of this sort are
said to l>e very scarce. Their Chinese name is "Yaochan," medicine spattles, and they were used for cutting
drugs. Dr. Lohinan had the kindness to prepare for me
a drawing of them. They are of almost quadrangular
shape, perforated ucar their bases, either conically or
perpendicularly: their edges run partly in a straight liue
and present sharp angles ; where they are crescent-shaped
the angles are rounded.
There are speeimens which
exhibit different colors, as a clear whitish green at the bases
and in the middle a dark, dirty or a black green, and
others present a grayish cloudy basis and are of a cofteebrown color in the middle. In this connection a question
arises, which has been often asked but has not yet received
due consideration, viz. : Has China ever been explored
sufficiently to know whether .she had a stone epoch? and
if she had not, did the people who are now her inhabitants
pass through such an epoch elsewhere, from which we
should lie able to consider the specimens just described as
possible relics brought by them as souvenirs from their
ancient homes? We approach this question when we consider that Japan, China's nearest eastern neighbor, is
uncommonly abundant in ancient stone implements. '
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BABYLON.

In the British Museum, stone celts are exhibited, which
were exhumed in the neighborhood of ancient Nineveh
and Babylon (now Mugeyer, Kuyundsehick, Tel Gara).
A district is thereby represented, which though it has
furnished us a large amount of stone cylinders,' yet up to
the present time has not yielded stone objects of the celt
form. It appears, therefore, as though the break hitherto
existing between the East Indian celt region and tlie one
discovered by Sehliemann at Troy-Hissarlik, Asia Minor,
may now be considered as closed, thus furnishing a proof
of a non-interrupted celt-line extending from distant Asia
westward to the shores of the Mediterranean.
Nothing
has as yet been heard of stone finds in Persia. Upon an
examination of copies of the Mesopotiiniian specimens made
by Dr. Lohman, I met exactly the same shape of celts and
chisels as those dug out from our lacustrian dwellings in
Switzerland and other places. The Mesopotaniian celts
are either long or short and more or less curving. Some
are dull at their bases and others pointed. Of sixteen
specimens only one celt and two statís (Stäbe) are perforated ; a few of them show clearly that they were wrought
from rollers. Only one specimen appeared to Dr. Lohman
to t)e of jade or nephrite.
Their specific weight .and
pétrographie character has not been stated, but the hardness of most of them was 7 or 7-8. Their colors varied
from leek green to blue green, dark leek green, green
with variegated specks, gray black and lilack. One portion
of them is of slate-like structure. All this is, therefore,
evidence of the fact that on the borders of the Euphrates
and Tigris, as everywhere else, care was taken by the
workmen to select for their implements the toughest and
hardest materials in existence.
Sometimes particles of
• Fischer and Wiedcmsnii, ou Babylonian Talismans, with 3 photos, and 15
wood-cuts: Stutt^'iirdt, lH'íl, (olio (Ücliweizebart, publishers).
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qnartz glimmer, and pyrites of iron are recognizable in
these stone implements. One small celt showed an edge
ground over again, as is oftentimes ol)served in European
specimens, and which was described in one of the Chinese
celts of the Evans collection. The length of these celts
varies from 8-12.5"".
There are two .stone specimens,
thin and of a stail'-like shape, which seem to be ornamental.
They are of a grayish green color, 9-11'"'" in length, and
are perforated perpendicularly, which runs out eonically
on both sides. Their material is softer than that of the
celts, the hardness being 5-(i or (!.
Among other ornamental objects may he mentioned a
tablet, from Warka, South Babylou, of dark green soapistone(?) engraved with a fignre representing a deity. An
ear-shaped and perforated peg projects from the middle of
one of the sides of the tablet. There is another object,
also of soapstone(?) and of rough workmanship, evidently
repre.senting a human body, of which, however, only the
head and the eyes are clearly discernible. It reminds me
strongly of certain Mexican and Costa Rican idols, upou
which I treated in a pamphlet on Mineralogy, a science
auxiliary to archivology, in the Archiv für Anthropologie,
1877, vol. X., pages 177-214 and 345-357, with plates
vi.-viii. and most of the cut on plate vi., fig. 20. Thus
also a small serpent's head carved in qnartzite, in the
Babylonian collection mentioned, reminded me vividly of
an animal's head from Costa Rica, which I represented in a
cut, plate viii., fig. 250 in my Bericht über eine Anzahl
Stein Sculpturen aus Costa Rica, in Abhandlungen des
Naturw: Vereins zu Bremen, vol. viii., 8vo, 1881.
One of my correspondents in Mesopotamia, who is a
physician in a Turkish regiment and who is enthusiastic in
the collection of archseological objects there, informs me
that collectors have a fair prospect for a rich liarvest, since
certain grounds are still entirely untrodden and untouched.
I deem this communication worth bringinçr to the knowledije
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of students, since as far as my information reaches, the prehistoric condition of Meso|)otainiu is ^till ¡i great mystery
to us. Of stone celts, I caimot suiiiciently emphasize tlie
fact, that they were found in a continuous succession from
Eastern Asia westward into the very heart of Europe, and
that they all agree in their material as well as their peculiar
shape.
SIHERIA.

in the Proceodinirs of the Geograpliical Society of St.
Petersburg, vol. xiii.. Nos. 1 and 2, 1882., East Siberian
Section, Protocol of September 13. 1881, a report is i^iven
in the Russian language on Tumuli graves in Siberia.
From this we learn that Mr. Witkowsky, a member of
the society, was commissioned to perform in the interests
of science, the task of opening a certain number of Tumuli
said to exist in the government of Irkutsk. Mr. Witkowsky found them located in the angle of a plain fornied by
the confluence of the rivers Kitoy and Angara.
The
Tumuli were arranged in a row, and upon opening one of
them about twenty human skeletons were dug out. in ni(»ce
or less good preservation, with the botlies lying in a northeasterly direction.
In the same grave were found the
bones of animals which still exist in those reo:ion.s, as the
stag, the deer, the boar, the hare, the fox, the liear, the
wolf, and also in large quantities the bones of the I)eaver.
whidi animal, however, has comi)letely disappeared from
the valleys of the Angara rivei-. Bones of domestic ¡luimals
were not met with, a circumstance which is suggestive.
The skeletons were not without the usual accompaniment
of bone and hunting implements, almost all of them being
polished and of simple ornamentation.' This circumstance
induces us to think that the\' mav belong to the neolithic
• ('ufortunately. this topic ivivs uot more closely difícussed in the quotiid
report, nor accoiiipiinied with
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epoch,' when man had not only already learned to form
his tools by chipping, but had also developed a taste for
rendering them attractive to his eye by giving them a
lustre. I was convinced by Mr. ^Vitkowsky's notice that
the majority of these implements, and more especially
those of a celt-form, had been manufactured of ne))lirite.
For hitherto Siberian nephrite has cropped out in its natural
state, but in this Russian province of Irkutsk (Berlaja,
mountains of Sajan), scrapers, arrow and lance-heads^ made
of nephrite have also Iteen discovered.
Among the discoveries made on the Kitoy river were
various implements and utensils manufactured from speekstone and slate. The discoverer collected more than one
hundred and fifty specimens of this special kind, which he
designates as ornamental objects or symbolical tokens, in
which opinion he corroborates a previous report made by
Mr. Poljakoti'.
And finally, together with these implements were found others made of bone, as celts, awls, iishforks and needles, each set in a bone handle, knives and
other ornamental objects made troin the teeth and bones of
animals.
Here I may mention a number of interesting Siberian
objects made of stone, which it was my good fortune to
examine through the kindness of tho engineer, Mr. Inocense
Lopatin of Krasnojarsk (Siberia), the same gentleman who
had the kindness to call my attention to Mr. Witkowsky's
report (just published in abstract in a Siberian paper. No.
I Jlr. Witkowsky is still under the imprea^iou existing among European
archa-ologists that ev«ry kind of niiueral ist capable of Ix'ing u'orkfd l)y uieiint«
oí chipping or polishini,', Prehistoric meii were not in possession of steel
hammerit. Let Mume one iry to chip a (.-elt out of nephrite !
3 It WHS very seldom that I met with arrow-heads made of other brittle
minerjil bodies thim rocli crystal, flint, jasper, obsidian or ^iass. I imw had
üomethiug f-imilar from a -Swiss palustrian ooMcction (Dr. V. Gross, Nwuvule),
the miLterial heini; nephrite, length 47""". 1 am besidtis iiciiuaint(;d with two
dt'licatc-ly cut ohjectM, of American origin, that looked Jike an-ow-hcada, and
which, ai íar .as I am able to remember, appeared to bé wrought of crysotll
(serpeutiue-asbestos).
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43, 188;-i), and who sent me a few years ago for examination ¡md analysis seven nephrite celts, collected in his
distant abode, one of which he presented to our Freil>urg
University Museum. On his own arrival here, later, he
lirought me a few specimens of quite a new shape and of
différent material, to obtain their mineralogical determination. To secure fac-similes of objects so rare, I had imitations made of them for our museum. Three of the seven
stone objects mentioned are of unquestionable celt-form,
and two others which are chipped approach it only. The
Hrst of the three (see cut
[CUT 2.]
No. 2) has a length of
U».')""" and its greatest
width is 95""".
It is
almost flat, with a moderate
convex
swelling
towards the middle. Its
edge is semi-lunar in
form, with two protruding hooks or wings. The
color is yellowish gray,
and specific weight 2.6ÍI ;
to judge from a thin section of a small fragment,
the stone may be of
felsite-tuff.
The specimen was found in an
upper stratum of earth
near the village of Kegma
( jironounced Kedshma),
at the margin of the river
Angara, province of Jeniseisk.
The second of

_

fhe>e celt-shaped stones was found when digging a diteh
near the river Tchadol)etz, three wersts distant from where
it empties into the Angara, at the village Zaledejewo,
13
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province of Jeniseisk (cut 3).
It is of a reddish color ; its
specific weight h 2.46 ; the substiince is probably also of felsitetuft". Its length is 240'""' and its
larire.st width eijuals 70'"";. Its
shape iï? somewliat peculiar, for
whilo the end of thi-s implement
is conspicnoufily fiattened, the
rest of it, along its entire axis
presents a kind of swollen back,
with steep slopings. The upper
part has also two wing-formed
projections and the edge has not
the semi-lunar but rather the
lingual form. Both specimens,
one and two, are chipped aud
not ground or polished. It i.'^
the peculiarity of the felsite-tutT,
just ail it is of the genuine jasper, that when chipped, it shows
a conchoidal fracture with sharp
edges, and it is also interesting
to learn that the Siberian prehistoric man was careful t(t select
this species of stone and to shape
it for his purposes by chijiping.
The third stone (cut 4) is similar in form to the second, save that it is shorter and wider,
200""" by 80'""' ; specific weight 2.91 ; color green ; fusible
before the blow-pipe to a greenisli glass. Judging from
the thin section made of a diminutive fragment, it ¡^eems
to be of the varioiitliic species. It is said to have been
brought from Kamtschatka by the grandfother of a cossack.
The fourth stone (cut 5) is four-cornered and tapers
irentlv towards both ends. Its length measures 335""" ;
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each of the four sides 40""" : of
[CUT 4.]
green color ; sjieciiic weight unknown ; not fnsilile ; perhai)s
serpentine. It is fonnd on the
liorders of the river Tchadobetz.
at the \ illagc Salcdejowo in the
province of Jeniseisk.
The fifth object (cut (i) is
3ÎÎ8""" in length. It is almost
flat, with a slight convex rising
toward its edges.
Its three
projections arc perforated. For
what purpose it .served we arc
unalile to guess. It was found
by jieasants in an npper stratum
of earth near the lillage of
Irkiueyewo, ou the Angara
river, in the province of 'Jeni.seisk.
The sixth object (cut 7) is
small, only (!.V""' long and has
the shape of a spindle. It was
probably an ornament. It was
found on the surface of the soil
near Krasnojarsk-, iu the proviuce of the Jcniseisk. Its
specific weight is 2.t¡-i; color violet gray; substance
prol)ably slate.
The seventh object (cut 8) is a longitudinally-perforated
cylinder of Uô""" in length and 33' hi diameter. Its
color is cream yellowish (Radde's International Color
Scale, 33.9). Its specific weight is 2.75. The .surface is
covered with punctured annulations. Its substance is
agalmatolithe. It smelts before the blowpipe slowly to a
white enamel. Close to it were found two perforated disks
of the same substance ; oni? 43""" in diameter, the other
41'"'" in diameter. These three pieces were discovered at
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the depth of six metres, whilst building a road near the
city of Krasnojarsk on the river Jenissei.
As Silierian prehistoric objects are of very rare occurrence, I thought it would be of interest to explain them,
and the more so as they may possibly present analogies to
similar objects belonging in the Arctic regions of North
America.
JAPAN.

Dr. Emil Riclieck on his return from Jajian had the
kindness to present me with a pamphlet, of the existence
of which I fear there is almost nofhinii; known among the
students in Europe. Its author is Henry von Siebold,
and its title is "Notes on Japanese Archaeology," with
special reference to the stone age ; twelve photographic
plates ; Yokohama, 1879 : folio ; Typography of C. Levy.
The text covers only twenty-two pages, and after an introductory preface (pages i-iii), it treats of stone implements
and stone weapons as found in Japanese graves and
caverns : of ancient Japanese pottery, of stone and bronze
objects, clay figures (Tsuchi Ningio), and closes with a
description of the photogra[)hic plates, which are of
extraordinary beauty. The author of this valuable treatise
had a large numlier of stone implements, collected in
different parts of Japan, at his disposal, which furnished
him material for comparison. These specimens belonged
to a later period, were well polished, nicely adorned and
perforated, and came from the southern provinces of .lapan,
while those of less workmanship, according to the author's
comparison, were products of northern Japan.^ The far
greater portion were discovered in the neighborhood of
the sea, perhaps on account of the easier subsistence of
life near the great waters. The author enumerates nine
provinces particularly abundant in such fiuds, but as they
1 The f|uei*tion, ohjectively tiiken, would be whether northern Japan was not
the home of such minerals a« are most apt to be worked hy eliippinfr, and
Japim the home of sucli silex-mintiriil> us invit<' poiii^Ling.
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were discovered by accident, and as scientific methods and
plans of exploration are still lacking, no conclusion can be
reached us to which portions of Japan were most populated
in the stono age. A rich domain is here atîbrdcd tor a
mineralógica! examination of the stones employed — of
their respective homes, barter, traffic and international
coniimuiication. WQ further learn that nephrite, of wliich
there are mines in Jajian — :i fact lately discovered — is the
material most frequently emjiloyed in niiinufacturinü: hammers.' celts and various ornaments. The author thinks
that this mineral was imported in raw pieces from China
and Corea, where it is common. He calls attention to the
fact that the localities where prehisturic objects, made of
indigenous Japanese .stone, were found do not correspond
with those places from which it was originally extracted.'^
Furthermore, he found that only the smaller implements,
¡IS arrow and lance-heads, were made of tlintstoue, an
1 Hainiiii'rs, propi-rly spcakinfr. iniide of neplirilc, I havf ut'ver heard of as
("oniing from any portion i>f our tflobf. nor does the work show (iny ilhislratiou
which wonid .suK-y:(!tit that íorm which we call ii hammer. Moreovi-r, we i'Hnuot bill notkc that in tin: dpsci-iption of the plates (pagf:* 19-22J in vvhidi for
(•very flirurt; the English as well as tho Japüiiew iiftmc is noted as well ai^ the
locality ÍUKI tlu' niiiterial. only liiuc (»ii-ccH out of one hnndri'd ¡md tliírty-s('ven
iirt- quofed un wrought of nephrite. Amouff thesje are the Mafiat'tma und other
objrctH of dimhiutive form, but not one single celt mid still less a hammer.
Till' lon^ expérience I hiive luid iu tht^ diaí^nosis of iiophrite hits madr me
sonK'What sccptiuid, and 1 must liere confess that without the given statement
of hardness, spcdflc weight and otlier flieniieal diiigno-iis. I nonld not b«
wiirrauted in bflievin.ir thitt any of tlw qudttsd Hin'cimeus ¡iri; real uephrile. I
inu-'i say l!ie same of tlie nephrite said to exist iu Corea. The correspondence
which I liiivt! with Easteni Asia and other oriental plawi-s has shown me the
mi'iHe made in ^riving the nimu' of jade or ¡/n to minerals, which on u later
iiiv.'Mtiïiation niti-'t be claw.^ilied ijuite diñerently. As valuubtu therefore as our
author's work may be iu all other points of view, I am unable to uceept his
statements rejrttrdiniç nuphrite aud the- requisite of H warranted diagnosis of
iif|iiirite, siui-c-(he quoted specimeus are so luuih the more denirable a.« they
atrord the premises for u coneluwiou as to whether a prehistoric L-onnection
with China Ims realty existed. If niiueralujry aspirtis to shai-e iu the solution
of areha'oiogical fjuestious. she must inexorably hold fast to the postul.itc of
warranted diagnosis.
,
- The .Slime lni|ip>'ns with the Eclogic (.-elts in Europe, as is shown by oue of
my pupils, Dr. Paul Lohroiui, iu Neues Jidirbuch filr Mineralogie, 188*. Band
1, Seite 83. s. 99.
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opinion contrary to that held in Europe. As for the rest,
however, he observed a marvellous congruence between
Japanese stone implements and all others found on the
surface of the globe ; and that which struck him most, was
that Japanese celts were identical with all those with which
we are ac(|uainted.
These celts are considered by the
natives of Japan as implements belonging to a remote
epoch and curiously enough they call them "raifu," which
translated means thunderbolts. After giving a very plausible description as to how these instruments were "flaked
off" from large blocks of stone, the author passes to what
he ealls*'the period of polished stone." To this period
belong such objects as small chisels, in the manufacture of
which great care was bestowed upon the preparation of
their edges, both sides of them appearing to have been
[jolished. Opposed to this was the fact that an instrument,
also of celt or wedge form which the Ja])anese call "•Kit.nuie
no paña'' or "fox plane,'"' was found, and also another—
the Kitsune no nomi or fox chisel (cut 9).
[CUT 9.]
Their edges were grouud sharp .and only
on one side, similar to the Japanese knives
of to-day and the planes and chisels of our
carpenters. This kind of celt, however, is
rare and was discovered exclusively in the
province of Noto. The plates published by
Mr, von Siebold show a considerable difference in the sizes of the celti^. They vary
from 15 inches down to 1¿ inches. According to the author, the smaller celts were
in all probability used for scnlpturing pottery, opening
shells and the like. He proves that these celts, when
used, were stuck into handles of wood, horn and bone,
for some were found still inserted in wood and horn
fastened with bark and split bamlxxj cane. Sometimes
the edge alone was polished, while tlie covered part was
left rough, as was formerly ol>served in European and
American celt chisels.
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(Cut 10.)
In thi.s cut a
[CUT 10.]
curious specimen of stone implement is given, which the author
found in great quantities im])edded in shell and stone-heaps, and
which the natives of Ja|)an also
discovered in other of their province.s. Near the Tsukuba mountains. Province of Witachi, there
are roughly hewn pieces of ratone
on an average 3-5*'" in length,
bound together, so to speak, in
the middle und having the edges on two siilos of irregular
shape.. The Japanese call them '•'•fiindon ishi," pound
stones, on Jtccount of their similarity with Japanese
weights. In all prolialiility they were fastened between
two pieces of wood and used as a double-bladed chisel or
axe, as the sharpened edges seem to prove.
In the description of the plates accompanying thejiamphlet, mut'h attention is paid to the substance of the stones
tliemselves. Tlie niiueral and species of rock used as
material for these objects are noted as being of various
kinds. For the purpose of easy examination, I shall
arrange the celt-like objects mentioned according to their
miiioralogical nature. Among them, the andésite, a volcanic product, plays a considerable part. Sixty-four per
cent, of tiie Kîlî objects represented on the plates — and
hence 1*17 celt-like oliject.s—are made of andésite. Most
of them are but rudely worked and only ii few of them
have partly sharpened edges. There are also fifteen ari'ow
and lance-heads cut out of andésite, which, just as in
Kurope and America, are always chipjjed and never
polished. Among these objects are a great numlier wliich
are of delicate workiniuLship, which elsewhere, :ts in
Finland, was bestowed exclusively on silex, olisidian and
glass. If the diagnosis of our author h correct, we feel
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safe in drawing the conclusion that andésite is worked in
the same manner as fiintstone, that is, that it does not leave
sharp conchoidal fractures.
There was, therefore, no
occasion to grind and polish the surfaces of large celts
or chisels and this ojjeration was also unnecessary with
smaller pieces, as lance and arrow-heads and the like.
Andésite is found in Europe, mainly in Hungary, Siebenbürgen and in the Siebengebirge, yet so far as I have
learned from specimens that have come to my hands, it
has not the polish or even fracture of the cryptocrystalline
tlintstonos and amorphous obsidiau, lïut rather the rough
fracture surface of the jihanomere rock, i. e., ji rock the
elements of which are of easy recognition. Whether the
Japanese andésite presents the same quality, I am unable
to state for lack of autopsy.
A few words more must here l>e said on the Japanese
arrow and lance-hcads. The natives call them, without
discrimination, ya-no-ne-ishi, which means lance points.
Only when they are of considerable length do they employ
the word ishi-yari or stone lance. The lance points may
be divided into two categories. One portion of them were
destined to be set directly into the hollowed shaft of the
lance. The other, which is only found in Yezo, Saghalien
and the Aleutian islands, ajipear to be tirst set into a short
socket of bone and then introduced into the shaft of the
lance. As to their shape, we may distinguish such heads or
points as are of elongated, oval form (see [CUT U . ]
cut 11). These are considered to !)e the
most ancient. They are the most rudinjentary, the easiest to I)e worked, and were
either set into the hollow shaft or fastened
to it by bark or string. There are others of more delicate
workmanship whose half-moon shaped edges are swelled
more in the middle. Up to the present day, the Ainos of
Yezo shape them into the same form, employing for that
purpose the hard material of the bamboo, and more rarely
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iron. Specimens were noticed in the same locality which
werf chipped from flintstone. Another form, quite nmv to
us, wus ob.serve(l in Kamtschatka, which is employed in
hunting the saltle, and presenting, so to speak, a stem with
[CUT 12.] a knob at its head (see cut 12). [CUT 13.]
In cut 13 u very delicately worked
lance-head, of the three-sided bayonet form, is represented.
Of the
material from which these lance
and arrow-heads are made, the
fiiutsfone is predominant.' The rest are of
obsidian, agate, crystalline-rock, opal, slate,
etc. The Japanese connect these lance-heads
with various aud curious traditions.
For
example, they say that yearly a large host of
spet'fres. wrapped in dark storm-clouds, rush
over "fhe island of tho lance-heads"'iu the
province of Dewa. During their transit, these lance-heads,
of various materials, are strewn in large quantities over all
the country.^ A book is referred to in this connection,
written by a Chinese author, haviug the name of "Nihou
go Ki," in which it is stated that iu the years 839 and 885
B. C , a storm had raged over the district of Akurni in the
province of Dewa, and after it the palace of Akita was
found to be literally covered with these implements, an<l
since that time the inhabitants of Dewa have taken the habit
iTIip ilhistrations givpu of these arrow and lance-heads show that none of
tlie specimens are polished, hut all ¡ti-e chipped just as in Europe ¡nul America.
Wilh this additional observation, in Japan, ¡mother and very v»liial»ie proof \s
yiven to ¡m old aysiertion uf mine ihat the tineiit specimens of stone impleincuts
were only obtained throusrli skilful ehippintî. and that polishiuir iloc?* not
represent in any particutiir a higher ur later stage of civilization.
-' This tille îi^'ain n*miuds u." of tlie luyth of the Amazon stones in Brazil, as
reported in my work on Nepliritc. payes 125. 22], und in the Archiv fnr
Anthropolojrie, vol. XIT.. lSlsO, |nitros 7-28. with plate, page 10. The mysterious
amazons assemble around a lake tu eelebniti' a festival of atonenifnt. After a
few days, when the waters of the liike are smooth like a niiiTor. they throw
themselveji into it to bring out of it the niulrikitaus (stoue idols), which
figure in that fountry AH taiis^mans.
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of rushing out of their houses after each storm to examine
whether they can ñnd any of these relics on the surface or
by digging for them. They would then pulverize them to
sell and use as a precious remedy (compare nephrite
pulverized in various districts of Asia).
Dangerous
al)scesses are not allowed to lie opened excejit with this
kind of lancc-heads. A singular form of small stone
implement, which I have never heard mentioned in any
other country, is that whieh the Japanese call tengu-nomeshigni (rice spoon), and Kitsune-iio-j^-ni (fox rice spoon)
(cuts 14 and 15). They are extremely
[CUT 14.]
small, some formed like a shell, others
like a boat, and .they .seemed to have
been inserted into a wooden handle.
The material is of the hardest stone,
and the edges are not sharpened )>y
[CUT 15.]
grinding, but by mere chipping. They
predominate in the northern jirovinces
of Japan.
To other rare stone olyects, yet never
found in a perfect state of preservation, belono; the so-called
Rai-jo or thunder-mallets. Their length is often three fee't
or more. Some say tliat they were used as weapons,
others as tokens of dignity. Against tlie fctrmer opinion
is advanced the fact that the material in which they are
worked is soft, and they are also of thick sul>8tance, which
seems to forliid their being handled with ease. Some of
them show a knob at the one end, and others have a knob
at !)Oth ends, with ornaments on their surfaces.
Instrumeuts of similar shape, however, of wood are observed
among the Ainos. They often present a finely sculptured
ornamentation and are used by the chiefs of the villages, who
employ them when called ujion to settle a quarrel. (Out
16.) (In this cut they are rejiresented in dimunitive form.)'
In the description of the plates nre named as such, slute. tuft, ha.-iajt and
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Another very rare stone implement may
be mentioned, which the Japanese call raitsu-chi or thunder-hammer.
It has the
shape of a thiek spindle, is well pointed at
both ends and has two short swellings in
the middle, which suggest that it was held
fastened at its ends and employed like. a
double pickaxe as a formidable weapon of
attack. Mr. Siebold is of the opinion that
the knowledge of Japanese stone implements would increase in value if similar
material could be gathered, pertaining to
similar epochs, from the neighboring countries, as from Cliina or Corea in whieh,
undonbtedly, a similar progress from the
stone to the metal age must have taken
place ; but with this difference, that in the
latter countries we were not compelled to
search beneath the layers of centuries as in
Japan, but rather beneath those of thousands of years and more. There are tribes
in China who, up to the present day,
would not make use of metal implements
but stick to their aucient stone material,
and we are told by Chinese writers that
people who employ metal to-day formerly
used stone. In Loochoo, as well as on the
Bonin islands (the latter strange enongh
to say, do not reveal any traces of a former
population save tHat which they received a
few years ago), in Tsushima and on various
of the smaller islands, which are links in
the chain stretching from the Philippines
northward to Kamtschatka, stone implements have been discovered which are
different from those of Japan only in their
material.
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On pages 15 and li> the Japanese stone ornaments are
descrilit'd, from which we will quote what seems to be of
most interest. They appear to pertain to a more recent
epoch, for they are found in graves together vvitli metal or
preserved in earthen vessels.
The peculiar ornaments
called Mitgatiima and Kudatama may be mentioned. The
Magataniit (compare note on page 195) are liead.^ of semilunar shape, }>erpendicularly perforated through the thickest
part, the centre of the perforation being narrower than that
of the ends, hence fully corresjionding to the prehistoric
borings of Asia, Europe and America. Their size varies
from i to 4 inches and the substance is usually of nephrite
(see note on jiage Ut5). crystal, agate, serpentine, amethyst,
jasper or sometimes soapstone and clay. Their shajjc is
shown ill cut 17.
The author
[CYT 17.]
thinks that some object is hidden
in the representation of tho symbolical objects of which this amulet
is composed, and suggests the
symbol for the male and female
organs, the Ciiinese yin and yang.
In the Chinese province of Kiansu, lie met people who
wore them as an ornament in their head-dresses. It is
mentioned in the most ancient Jajianese historical records
and it is still seen in Loochoo, but it is met with only in
those countries where Jiniina Teno and his descendants
founded settlements,^ yet never with oltjects which show
their Aino origin. The author sets a great value on this
ornament and is of the opinion that further research concerning it will disclose to us the real origin of the Japanese
nation. He jioints to the fact that tlif magatarna is one
of the three insignia of the Japanese emperor, which
insignia ai'e the sword, the mirror and the magatama.
The insignia are not of arbitrary introduction but of holy
Without statement of whU-b epoch it was.
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inheritance. The magatama is interpreted to mean that
the Emperor should rule with nnUbiess, :md with temper as
pliant as its form but in sulistance as tirni na the material
of which the magatama is made. Ancient drawings represent the magatama as in alliance with the Kudatnma,
concerning which mention will be made later. The beads
are strung on thread in greater or smaller quantity, and
tied to the girdle of the warrior or around the neck but
hanging down to the body. Only persons of rank seem to
have used them. In the Jaiiitne.se annals they are mentioned in various j)laces. Recently they have been found
preserved in the so-called Spiiito shrines together with the
precious kudatanta which are jewels of a cylindrical form.
Both are put into earthen vessels and placed in the grave
of the dead. The Kudatama are always of cylindrical
form and vary nuich in size. The largest specimen noticed
by the author was four inches in length by one-half an inch
in diameter, and their perforation shows the same method
of boring as above described.'
The material is mostly
ser[)ontine, Iiut there are rare specimens of rock crystal.
Among Japanese antiquaries, the so-called »cki-konlo or
sword-guards, of which cut IH
[CUT 18.]
is an illustration, still are in
high re|)Ute.
Their form is
that of a half globe, the surface being neatly polished and
furnished with incrustations of
small knobs or plates, Some
savants insist that these half-globes were used as swordguarils ; others, however, ha^e their doubts as to their
having been used for such a jiurpose, since they are only
discovered beneath the ground upon which the shintoaltars were erected. Their material is usually not of the
hardest, as there are found specimens of them of soapstone.
I This was ob-rrvi'd also on oniamt'iil« couiiiuf from Asia Minor.
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Mr. Siebold's work must be received with pleasure and
gratitude by all students of archaeology. By it may be
formed au approximate idea of the earlier and the later
stone ages in Japan, based upon an original, circumspect
anil many-sided research, which is happily supported lty a
thorough knowledge of the Japanese language. The work
also contains an interesting report on Japanese gold,
silver, bronze and poffery ornamentations, the illustrations
of which are given in the additional plates.
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